
SOUND HEALS:
How to Create an At-Home

Sound Meditation
Practice

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create a sound home. Reduce stress. Relieve anxiety.
 
 

Here’s how.



When you look up the word "heal" in the dictionary, you will find the
words "to make sound again." And that's what we're doing here.

When we take the time to tune in and tend to our own breath, body,
and inner voices, we heal ourselves naturally from the inside out. We
can create a sound mind and body through the meditative practice

of deep listening, which guides our inner wisdom to a deeper
understanding of self. Sound connects us to each other, and most of
all, ourselves, in our often disconnected modern lives. By taking the

following foundational steps to set up your own deep listening
practice at home, you too will have access to a well of healing just

waiting to be discovered.
 
 
 
 

Setting the Tone:
 

~ The Space ~
~ The Support ~

~ Finding the Seat ~
~ The Practice ~

~ Sound ~
~ Vocal Toning ~

 
 



Create a comfortable, inviting space
Add in elements of personal sacred items (like candles, crystals,
anything you honor)
Make this area one that is only used for this practice

THE SPACE
 

 
 

Add props to ease the body
Cushion under the seat
Blanket over the hips or around shoulders
Any additional props to support the joints

 
THE SUPPORT
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Elevate the hips above the knees to ensure no pressure on the
joints
Legs can be crossed or you can kneel with shins contacting the
ground  (or you can always sit in a chair - long spine)
Center the pelvis on the cushion; balance the weight evenly
Relax the body, release any gripping in hands, face, jaw, etc.
Grow the spine tall, reaching the crown of the head toward the sky
Hands can fall naturally on the legs, palms up or down
Deep breath in through the nose, release out the mouth
Let the eyes gently close, tuning in to the breath
The front body is open/ soft; the back body is strong/ supported

FINDING THE SEAT
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Start to bring your awareness to your senses
Notice the sounds that are present in the room without judging
them. Notice sense of touch, sight, smell, taste in the present
moment.
Begin to focus on the natural rhythm of the breath without
changing it
With every inhale, inviting in vitality and receiving the breath
With every exhale, releasing stagnant energy and relaxing the
body
When you notice the mind start to wander, as it will, simply bring
your attention back to the breath

THE PRACTICE
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Notice a sound in your direct environment
Bring your focus to the sound while keeping your experience
anchored in the breath. Listen.
As you inhale, meet and accept the sound as it is
As you exhale, let the sound go, releasing any gripping
You can use any sound in your environment, or you can choose to
bring in controlled sounds, which help guide the mind to a specific
feeling tone. 

Nature: streams, birds chirping, wind, fire crackling, ocean waves,
waterfalls, crickets, etc.
Home: clock ticking, lawnmowers, human voices, water running,
vacuum, dryer, dishwasher, distant traffic, AC
Controlled: singing bowls, meditative instruments, gong, etc.
Sound meditation album
Keep in mind we also sell these instruments found in our online
shop

SOUND
 

 
Sound Examples:



Using your voice as a tension release practice/ way to connect/
another form of Sound Meditation
Journey through the steps as mentioned above. 
Replace the exhale with a humming sound, "Hmmm...." for the
extent of the natural exhale.
Inhale slowly and deeply through the nose.
Repeat.
You can play with the sounds you make, expressing all of the vowel
sounds at your own pace: 
AH, OH, OO, EE......or any sound you wish

Listen to the included track from the Sound Album to accompany
your vocal toning available for download here: Shruti Box
Meditation

VOCAL TONING
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Now, this is all called a practice for a reason. Make sure you give
yourself plenty of room to release expectation, especially of yourself.
The only objective is presence, and it is ongoing. Over time, you will
develop your "seat," and the muscles in your back will strengthen to

better support your practice. Keep at it. Consistency is the key.
Even practicing for 5 minutes a day, you will start to see noticeable

shifts in your perspectives. The destination is in the journey itself. Try
to enjoy it :)

 
To Your Practice,

Ann
 
 


